
Mid-sized Colorado luxury real estate brokerage

With over 7 offices and 200 brokers, Fuller Sotheby’s 
International Realty serves the real estate needs along the 
Colorado Front Range of the Rocky Mountains. Known 
for its comprehensive marketing approach, Fuller 
Sotheby’s International Realty boasts a sales volume of 
over $1 billion annually.

Among the many progressive marketing strategies and Among the many progressive marketing strategies and 
technologies used by Fuller SIR is Rezora’s 
enterprise-wide solution, providing the analytics 
necessary for a more in-depth and targeted approach to 
digital marketing. 
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Marketing
 Challenge

Meagan GrieselMeagan Griesel, Director of Marketing, Fuller SIR’s 
Director of Technology, wanted nothing less than 
superior digital marketing. The bar of excellence for 
successful email marketing had been raised in recent 
years to include more targeted messaging, relevant 
content and clean, professional designs that reflect a 
brand’s uniqueness. Fuller SIR's philosophy of 
supporting every member of the team, and the supporting every member of the team, and the 
company's  major marketing initiative of SOI 
marketing, led her to search for a solution that would 
satisfy all of the above and take into account the 
widely varying technology skills of agents. Her 
challenge was to align 200 agents into one systematic 
approach and give them easy access to valuable 
content. Not an easy task, considering many of the content. Not an easy task, considering many of the 
agents didn’t even have contact emails in hand.

The
 Situation
Disparate email marketing efforts of a few, and 
little-to-no efforts of many, in addition to the lack of 
oversight with marketing materials and tracking, 
Meagan Griesel explains how Fuller Sotheby’s 
International Realty managed to turn around the 
situation quickly by employing Rezora’s use across the 
entire organization. In addition to that, Meagan was 
able to hone digital marketing practices by using the able to hone digital marketing practices by using the 
analytics to assess the effectiveness of materials and 
agents’ efforts. 

Challenges

Cohesive
 Marketing
“Agents were using outsourced marketing  for their email 
marketing. This diluted our company's potential to track 
effectiveness, control the branding, and execute successful 
email marketing campaigns.”

TTo work towards the goal of superior email marketing, 
Meagan needed to be able to view all of the analytics in one 
place. That meant finding a platform every agent would get 
behind. She also wanted to be able to see an agent’s 
individual track record in order to provide assistance. “We 
needed to figure out a way to get feedback about how agents 
were doing so we could coach them.”

On-Brand
 MarketingOn-Brand
 Marketing

Another important aspect to reaching the goal of superior 
marketing was to ensure that the marketing pieces being sent 
by agents were quality. One bad piece could not only make 
or break the continued email marketing relationship between 
prospect and agent, but it had the potential to erode the 
brand’s reputation for excellence.

Problems would occur when agents were left on their own to Problems would occur when agents were left on their own to 
create pieces, even though email marketing platforms had 
robust design features. Meagan explains.  “As the 
gatekeeper of a high-profile brand, my job is to ensure our 
messages remain cohesive and true to brand standards. In 
gaining more control of the final product, I was able to 
effectively implement strategies that are not only more 
beneficial to the agent, but also ensubeneficial to the agent, but also ensure the brand's prestige 
and overall image remain in tact.” 

Targeted
 Marketing
Meagan felt that it is important for agents to establish 
themselves as area experts, and rather than just sending 
properties all of the time, it was equally important to send 
marketing that reflected the needs and desires of their 
Sphere of Influence, their target market.

“It is important to give mo“It is important to give more consideration to what agents’ 
prospects and clients are wanting. With analytics it’s easier 
to observe what works, how a marketing piece is received. 
We have adjusted many of our formats over the past couple 
years based on data.”



Solutions

One Platform

“With Rezora, we were able to streamline marketing 

efforts, creating pieces that either we could send on 

behalf of agents, or agents could send on their own. 

WWe introduced Rezora at the same time we really 

started amping up our Sphere of Influence marketing 

support and efforts. We created materials and 

repeatedly talked about the suggested formula to stay in 

touch with their SOI, which Rezora is a large piece of. 

We have seen an increase in SOI business since this 

training has started.”

  

With all agents using one platform, reporting is available 
for all marketing pieces sent by or on behalf of agents 
participating with Rezora. Meagan was thrilled, “agents 

get to be as hands on or off as they want and both the 

agent and company receive the benefit of the data 

reporting. It's another big win for everyone.”

Meagan was also very happy that the solution was much Meagan was also very happy that the solution was much 
easier than many other software platforms they’d used in 
the past, considering that is a huge factor in whether an 
agent adopts a program and is being consistent with its 
use. 

Another perk is the analytics from the agentAnother perk is the analytics from the agent’s viewpoint. 
Meagan explained that a big win among the agents was 
the fact that agents are able to see the reporting of their 
own email marketing efforts, which encourages more of 
the same. 

“When agents send materials f“When agents send materials from Rezora for the first 

time, they’re practically squealing…they’re so excited 

with the analytics/feedback. Because of this, they really 

get into using the system.”

“The solution was simple. Agents had 
to gather email addresses of their 
contacts, and upload the list into their 
accounts. At that point they’re ready. 
No need to create anything. A huge 
win.”



Solutions

  

Company-Directed Design

“Everyone has access to their own materials, and it’s 
branded and approved.”

The approach that Rezora takes to design and content – The approach that Rezora takes to design and content – 
putting the design in the company’s hands, and allowing 
agents to easily customize content – is key in not only 
expanding digital marketing reach, but also setting up 
consistent efforts among agents.

Analytics and Excellence

Because itBecause it’s easy to get to the statistics of all efforts 
across an organization, marketing is more informed about 
the effectiveness of its efforts. In the digital world, the 
brand is on display, potentially seen by a significant 
amount of viewers over a longer period of time than 
some traditional marketing. It’s important, then, to ensure 
that what is being put out into the digital world is not 
only on-brand but is interesting and relevant to its only on-brand but is interesting and relevant to its 
audience. Rezora’s analytics, all in one place, allows 
Meagan to assess efforts and re-adjust as needed, 
assisting her with the goal of superior marketing 
standards.

only on-brand but is interesting and relevant to its 
audience. Rezora’s analytics, all in one place, allows 
Meagan to assess efforts and re-adjust as needed, 
assisting her with the goal of superior marketing 
standards.

But statistics aside, the most significant win 
for Meagan? It was seeing the excitement 
on an agent’s face when an individual they 
had not been in contact with for years opens 
an email the agent sent and responds with, 
“it’s great to hear from you!” 


